
Oral adjudication 
(OA)

lacking coffee



Aims of your OA

○ Deliver a result and explain why you gave it that way
○ Provide transferable and technical analysis
○ Show confidence in your decision*

*Parents can be sharks



What does an OA look like?





Principal clashes

Likely aff principle Likely neg principle

That we should 
legalise all drugs

Bodily autonomy Role of government 
to protect from harm

That the West 
should intervene in 
overseas conflicts

Role of 
international 
community

Sovereignty



What to do and what to avoid

DO: DON’T:

Comment on how the debate 
flowed (e.g. if things fell out or 
came into the debate)

Single out individual speakers

Praise the good things the 
debaters did

Tell them they did something 
well if they didn’t

Critically analyse the debate 
at an engaging level

Get too much into specifics 
and give no transferable 
information



How high level should I be?
○ Judge their abilities/level to see what they might benefit from
○ Don’t drop technical jargon without at least giving a quick 

clarification or saying what you mean 
- E.g. “There was some great characterisation here- what I mean 

by this is the negative team really stepped out what things look 
like…”



Good concepts to introduce to kids
○ Actors

- Did a team break down how people make decisions?
- Did they explain what kind of calculus might be made?
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Good concepts to discuss
○ Actors

- Did a team break down how people make decisions? Did they 
explain what kind of calculus might be made?

○ Mechanisms
- Did they actually step out how their outcomes will occur?

○ Trade-offs
- Were teams weighing up harms/benefits and explaining why 

the opposition’s were less relevant or important?
○ Worlds/being comparative

- Did a team set up what their side of the house will look like and 
why that’s always going to better than that of the opposition?



Responsiveness
○ Basically just rebuttal/engagement
○ Often important for who wins
○ Generally a good thing to encourage



Method
○ Encourage speaker roles doing what they’re meant to
○ Encourage signposting
○ Encourage good point splits e.g. actually presenting one at first

- Let them know WADL website has resources on all of this



Can I give a debate on manner?
○ TLDR; technically yes but try avoid it if possible



WHY NOT???
○ Bias and subjectivity as to what “good” manner is

- Often disproportionately disadvantaged marginalised people
○ Difficult to rank and compare teams on it
○ It’s a debate not a public speaking competition
○ Creates a bad precedent for you as an adjudicator

- Always aim to engage with the debate
○ Kids will probably take a loss on manner personally



Go harder when analysing the debate
○ Look at substantive

- Did one team have a stronger principle? More compelling 
material? Better able to show harms/benefits and identify 
important stakeholders? Provided strong examples?

○ Look at responsiveness/rebuttal
- Was one team strengthening their own team’s material and 

effectively countering all of the opposition’s?
-

➢ Did one team do better characterisation work in the debate?
➢ Were certain mechanisms better stepped out?
➢ Was one team really comparative and discussed two worlds?



Advice to give to debaters
○ Use paper not palm cards

- Palmcards are best for fully written-out speeches, they allow for 
smooth intervals of eye contact with audience as opposed to 
child reading a typed long speech and easily losing their place, 
hence why novices typically are the ones who use them

- Paper is best for impromptu and prepped speeches as it gives 
freedom for arrows, dotpoints, titles, etc. and trains speaker to 
talk on their feet more and in a natural way

○ They are allowed to use a desk and time themselves
○ Read the news regularly (add using reputable sources)



POIs
○ OA/feedback can be a very good time to teach POI etiquette

Main things you might need to address:
- No badgering (asking POIs too quickly 
- one after another and pestering speaker)
- How to ask/answer POIs politely
- Write the POIs down!
- Don’t take more than 2
- Don’t take one mid-sentence- control
- Avoid asking for clarification too much

- Gives opp speaking time, best to go with 
general gist of what asker is saying


